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1 - Lost

chapter 1

it had been three days since Aimi became hokage and she looked through the missions. she scaned
them throuly and desided on the one she would give the Kakashi and gai

Aimi: Sasura get the Kakashi and Gai

Sasura: yes ma'am

when sasura returned with Kakashi and Gai she took her pencil out of her mouth and fixed her hair.

gai: you wanted to see us Lady Hokage

Aimi: yes I have a mission for all of us

Kakashi: what is it my lady

Aimi: *^///^* yes our mission is to go to the village of the grass destroy orochimaru to try to keep peace in
our village.

Aimi: Sasura will take care of that

Sasura: *O,O* what the *thinks of all the bad things they could do to her*

Aimi: Sasura be carful well I'm gone, okay we leave in an hour so pack up

an hour pasted and Aimi and Gai was there

Aimi: *looks at watch* where is Kakashi he was suppose to be here by now *smoke bomb explodes
infrount of her and kakashi apears*

Kakashi: sorry I'm late



Aimi: come on guys

as everyone started walking Gai pushed Kakashi into a bush

Gai: haha

Aimi: gai for petes sake please try to be nice
an hour passed by and Kakashi was still playing childish games soon an Assasin apeared and everyone
atacked. Aimi summoned up a horse and grabbed Kakashi. they rode to a clearing near a lake

 

Aimi: He should be here any minute now kakashi where are we

Kakashi: I have no clue

Aimi: ohh my god *starts to freak out*

Kakashi: hey don't freak I'm sure we can find a way till then why don't we sit down *Aimi calms down and
sits down close to him* you know at least you got us to a lake

Aimi: yeah it's so romantic

Kakashi: *pulls out book reads out loud but in mubles so Aimi doesn't here*

Aimi: HELLO WERE LOST WE HAVE NO TIME FOR READING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.

Kakashi: oh didn't know I was doing that ( great she's angry at me)

Aimi:  we need to set camp up

Kakashi: kay

Aimi and Kakashi set up camp every few minutes Aimi would stare over at Kakashi

Kakashi: what is it



Aimi: nothing * finishes setting camp*
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